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Presentation Notes
I decided to give this talk the very snappy title of …, then thought maybe it wasn’t long enough so added on a bit extra.I’m going to start with giving very briefly some context, though of course all of you in the room are well aware of the importance of maintaining seed diversityThen I intend to spend a little time updating you on the EU PRM (or Plant Reproductive Material) legislation and the chaos and confusion that is happening.Finally, and without stealing I hope any of John’s thunder, I’d like to talk a tiny bit about our seed field lab trials from last year, and some thoughts for the future on collecting information on vegetable varieties.



Climate change 
- Rise of temperatures between 1.1°C and 6.4°C before the end of the 21st century 
- Fertilisers – polluting and shortages 
- Noticeable crop failure increase – Russian wheat crisis 
- Uncertain weather and seasons 
- Emergence of new crop pests in the UK 
 
 

 

 

Context 
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Until relatively recently – despite occasional freak years – our weather has been fairly predictable and plant breeding has been able to focus on improving plants for specific traits (without hopefully losing their current good characteristics)The last 10 years or so have seen a real rise in “freak” weather patterns sometimes leaving growers and farmers at a loss as to which crops or varieties to plant. Planting an F1 crop with its uniform genetic make up is clearly more of a risk than using a more genetically diverse Open pollinated variety (though if it comes right you usually get a higher yield)Most larger producers in the west now use F1 seed for most of their production, though in developing countries this is not always the case. Because of this most of the money spent in plant breeding and development is done on F1s (or of course GMOs) and not on Ops – worse still many of the existing OP varieties are no longer being maintained properly, leading to fewer people using them and so the vicious circle goes on.The warming of the globe, and ever increasing movement of produce and people around the globe means that many pests and diseases that have hitherto not troubled our island shores are now becoming more common Leek moth and SWD to name but a couple. We need to hang on to what we have left in our genetic diverstiy to ensure that we stand a fighting chance of being able to stand up to this onlslaught
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Global Seed Security 
Yield, Health, Resilience 

 
 
 
 
 

The answer lies in diversity 
 

 
 

 
 
 



Global Seed Picture 
  

 
 
 

Economics 
 
• The top 4 companies control 78% of the 

global market  
• Those same companies have 50% of 

the global pesticides market 
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You may well have seen these graphs or versions of them before, but worth reminding  ourselves of how polarised our seed industry has become. Exact figures vary, and I had been quoting top 10 companies controlling 73%, however looks like the situation has got much worse since the last report. Also Monsanto and others are busy buying up all of the biopesticide companies too to make sure they have control of all parts of the growing process.



Current state of the seed production 

• 50 years ago 99.5% open pollinated 
• Shift from Open Pollinated to F1 Hybrid 
• Over the last 100 years, 80% reduction agricultural biodiversity 2 

• In EU alone 7,200 different seed companies (50,000 jobs) 

 
 

2: FAO estimate 

 
 

 
 
 

Global Seed Security 
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There has been a shift away from Open pollinated varieties which were the only ones available to farmers and growers until 150 years or so ago when hybrids were discovered. I want to make it clear that I’m not against hybrids per se, and indeed there are some very good and ethical plant breeding companies such as Bejo, Rijk Zwaan and others committed to developing high performing hybrids specfically for organic systems however this should not be at the expense of OPs or of diversity generally.Despite all this doom and gloom there are still more that 7000 seed companies registered in the EU, and there are probably more operating underneath the radar.



EU Seed Directive 
new proposals 

 
 
 

Why the commission want it 
• Efficiency, 12 directives into 1 – “Simpler Rules for Safer Food” 
• Food safety concerns 
• Increase exports 
• Biodiversity? 
 

What it does 
• Increase from seed of some varieties to PRM of almost every 

variety 
• Strict and expensive DUS/VCU testing to become registered 
• Lots of other things that will take to long to go into 
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The current body of law is confusing and not always usefulCurrent LawSeed of the main agricultural, horticultural and vegetable species must be officially certified before marketing.National List or EC Common Catalogue. Patents and Plant Breeders’ Rights. Outbreaks like the bean sprout ecoli one a couple of years ago are breeding an increasing paranoia about disease in seeds – the proposal is being spearheaded by the directorate of Sanitation and Consumer affairs (SANCO)There has almost certainly been a lot of pressure on the commission from the largest seed companies who of course stand to gain the most by increased legislation since they have the finances to cope with it and are breeding relatively small numbers of varieties.



EU Seed Directive 
Key Issues 
• Biodiversity 
• Innovation 
• Choice 
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BiodiversitySmall companies will not be able to carry the current range of seeds, so they are likely to either go out business or reduce the range of varieties they breed or maintain.InnovationSome small companies may be able to maintain existing varieties that have already been registered but the cost/admin burden of new breeding will hamper innovation – eg CapsicumsExemption for small companies proposed to be taken out by parliamentChoiceAnti-competitive – those seed producers from outside the EU will be able to produce cheaper seedMore power to large producersGardeners and small producers will have their choice of varieties reduced



Seed Field Labs 

Why run them? 
How did they go? 
Where next? 
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Seed Field Labs 
Why run them? 
 
• Trial OP vars currently not available as organic 
• Assess if any had potential for organic systems 
• Increase growers skills as seed selection and 

saving to increase genetic diversity and 
resilience 
 

 
 
 



Seed Field Labs 

How did they go? 
22 growers received seeds 
13 growers did the trials – I think 
8 grower sent in some results 
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As you would expect there was a range of actual data, we are still waiting for some information to come through – for example on parsnips and sprouts, but in terms of actual results there has been some useful information about a couple of varieties.All the growers that I have talked to or had results from are glad that they took part in the trials (even if they didn’t go well) and are keen to keep doing them and get better at recording the information.We have a couple of avenues we would like to explore, one of which Peter is going to talk about in more detail, but the other offshoot is the following idea



Seed Field Labs 
Where next? 
 
• Continuation of the trials – though maybe not 

in the same format 
• A couple of growers bulking up organic seed 

from one or two varieties 
• Simple Seed Survey 
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I will leave the first of these options perhaps for the discussion part, or for people to talk to me afterwards, and the second I think Peter will cover in his talk, but I just wanted to flag up a proposal we have for the third of these points.Joe who is working with us as an intern has put together a draft version of a survey monkey which could be used to collect very basic information from growers on variety performance. The idea is to collect postcode and soil type, and then ask for some key criteria – taste, P&D resistance, yield Growers could choose just to enter their top or worst couple of varieties for a crop (which would only take 5 mins or so), or if they were really keen could put in information about every variety they grow which might take an hour or two. The idea is that although we are not asking for much info on each variety, if we can get enough growers to input information we could end up with some really useful information. We would then publish results every 6 months or year online – for instance:



Seed Variety Info Collection 
What proportion of growers were growing each 
variety 
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This shows bow



Seed Variety Info Collection 
Potential to add information about the seed 
supplier or breeder 
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Potential to add information about seed suppliers 



Seed Variety Info Collection 
Information about each variety,  
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Please rate your chosen varieties based on germination rate: 
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including an overall score, and then potentially  any number of different characteristics – taste, germination, yield, p&d resistance etc.There’s a few examples of the type of information we might be able to get from the survey and Joe is also working on an interactive map that would allow you to search by crop type and variety, soil type. Though only this week so lots of work needed.



 
Seeds – Diversity Matters 

 
 
 

Thank you 
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